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This contribution to the Constance Baker Motley Symposium examines the future of civil rights reform at a time in which longstanding limitations of the antidiscrimination law framework, as well as newer pressures such as the rise of economic populism, are placing stress on the traditional antidiscrimination project. This Essay explores the openings that nevertheless remain in public law for confronting persistent forms of exclusion and makes the case for greater pluralism in equality law frameworks. In particular, this Essay examines innovations that widen the range of regulatory levers for promoting inclusion, such as competitive grants, tax incentives, contests for labor agreements and licenses, requirements attached to land-use development, and scoring systems for public contracts that reward entities for pursuing equity goals. Relying on these types of regulatory incentives and levers expands the mechanisms typically employed to advance integration and equity and builds on tools available not just at the federal level but also at the state and local level. Even in the present political environment, this Essay argues there is utility in advancing new regulatory regimes that move beyond the formalist, liberalist assumptions of traditional civil rights regimes and that seek to link questions of identity inclusion to economic inequality and the distribution of public goods.
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INTRODUCTION

This Symposium presents an opportunity to honor the legacy of Judge Constance Baker Motley. Inevitably, it also provides an occasion to celebrate the transformative impact of Motley and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund’s (LDF) antidiscrimination project while confronting its limitations. The transformative impact is not hard to discern or to celebrate. LDF sought to dismantle segregation through courts, and Motley was important to the successful aspects of that project. As a young lawyer, Motley worked on the key higher education desegregation cases that laid the ground for Brown v. Board of Education. Before the Fair Housing Act of 1968, Motley successfully challenged rules barring blacks from accessing certain public housing projects. Prior to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, she litigated early cases challenging whites-only primary elections and other exclusionary voting practices. She thus helped create the foundations that we now understand as civil rights in the years before federal legislation prohibiting discrimination would provide the basis for the civil rights regime. We credit these and other cases with improving the lives of racial minorities in material ways and, more fundamentally, changing constitutional and statutory understandings of equality and citizenship.

The story of the project’s limitations, however, is less linear and devoid of heroes; its end is unwritten. Since the establishment in the 1960s of constitutional rules barring state-sponsored segregation and of a statutory civil rights framework that prohibits discrimination in education, public accommodations, housing, voting, and other areas of public life, the narrative has shifted to the messier work of implementation, or

---

of removing structural rather than formal limitations. Much of contemporary civil rights scholarship is occupied not only with highlighting the limitations of this first phase of the desegregation and antidiscrimination project, now characterized as unfinished business (because courts and other social institutions abandoned meaningful implementation), but also fundamentally with exposing the limitations of the original faith that prohibitions on discrimination could transform institutions or lead to substantive equality. There is a risk of overstating the binary between old forms of discrimination and new, between the litigation project and strategies that de-center courts, and between formal and structural forms of discrimination. But it is hard to avoid confronting the reality that shifting political and institutional terrains pose challenges to the antidiscrimination framework represented by Motley and LDF. Today, courts are less likely to be at the center of affirmative civil rights strategy, at least around questions of race and gender inclusion. Courts remain important, but increasingly as forums of defensive contestation rather than affirmative-rights creation. Today, civil rights groups are often


working to preserve longstanding interpretations or thwart new efforts to undermine rights. In many respects, Motley anticipated this shift away from affirmative-rights elaboration in courts. Leaving LDF in 1963, before the passage of the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964, her belief was that most of the major legal constitutional battles had ended, and that what remained was the implementation of Brown. Tellingly, before Motley’s appointment to federal court, her “civil rights” work shifted to state and city government policymaking, realized in her efforts to promote community revitalization and enhance availability of affordable housing in New York.

Motley’s move to state and city government resonates with an account of why the antidiscrimination project in some respects has stalled. First is the limitation of discrimination (at least in its judicial formulations) as an explanation for persistent inequality—its dependence on the notion that removing formal barriers could alter the underlying institutional frameworks, or remedy centuries of disinvestment in communities. We can call this the formalist assumption underlying antidiscrimination law. The second and related assumption is the antidiscrimination framework’s dependence on courts for norm implementation. By some accounts, courts were reluctant to advance effective remedies (such as in the area of housing and school integration), and one can debate whether this is a limitation of the judiciary’s institutional competence, or reflects a failure of imagination by litigators. This reliance on courts is often embedded in a much broader critique of legal liberalism: the emphasis on “rights establishment” by organizations like LDF and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). No doubt, one might welcome legal liberalism’s court-
centered, lawyer-directed approach for battling incipient authoritarianism or securing basic democratic rights,14 but it seems less suited to the multidimensional work of implementing social and economic inclusion.

The limitations of the antidiscrimination project have been bare for several decades, and additional challenges loom today. Economic populism (from both the right and left) often seeks to sublimate or exploit questions of race, ethnic, and gender difference.15 Battles for political and social inclusion of historically disadvantaged groups are now subject to critiques of “identity liberalism.”16 At the same time, social movements such as Black Lives Matter are increasingly disavowing forms of organizing and advocacy associated with old and “neo” liberalism.17 Groups such as “Fight for 15,” while built on antiracism, are focused on economic inclusion through grassroots mobilization, not rights attainment in courts.18 In other words, the winds may not be behind the sails of traditional rights-centered antidiscrimination reform.

Legal scholarship’s answer to the antidiscrimination framework’s limitation is often to advocate some form of exit. Scholars such as Professor Richard Ford have at times suggested abandoning the antidiscrimination framework and instead relying on social welfare inter-norms over other values” and as dependent on a vision of rights as “analytical, individualistic, categorical, judicially enforceable, and corrective”).


17. See Frederick C. Harris, The Next Civil Rights Movement, Dissent Mag., Summer 2015, at 34, 35–40 (attributing the novelty of the Black Lives Matter movement not only to its reliance on social media and avoidance of the charismatic-leadership model, but also to the advancement of bottom-up participatory models of democracy and eschewal of civil rights language in favor of a broader “humanity” framework).

ventions to reach shared societal goals. My colleague Professor Susan Sturm has noted the limits of court-ordered remedies and emphasized the potential of institutional-level interventions operating outside of formal government regulation or lawsuits. As I discuss below, these alternatives are appealing but have their own constraints. Generalized social welfare approaches—like today’s economic populism—often struggle to recognize distributional and resource differences affecting particular groups. They fail to recognize, for example, the effect of racial segregation in schools and housing on economic and social mobility. An emphasis on reforms at the institutional level also risks sidelining public law tools that can spur inclusion through coercion and incentives.

In this Symposium contribution, I explore the openings in public law for confronting persistent forms of exclusion at a moment in which antidiscrimination frameworks are under challenge. My interest in particular is in expanding the regulatory mechanisms that governments utilize to spur and require inclusion. My broad suggestion in this Essay is for the development, within the equality framework, of a greater range of regulatory tools to promote inclusion. The Essay specifically explores the use of regulatory levers including competitive grants, tax incentives, contests for labor agreements and licenses, requirements attached to land-use development, and scoring systems for public contracts that reward entities for promoting inclusion. Relying on these types of regulatory incentives and levers expands the tools typically employed to advance integration and equity. It also has the advantage of building not just on tools available at the federal level, but on power that lies in the domain of state and local governments—a turn that is critical in this political moment. These regulatory regimes have the potential of moving beyond the formalist, liberalist assumptions of traditional civil rights regimes by linking questions of “identity” inclusion to economic inequality and the distribution of social and public goods. Finally, these new regulatory regimes might prove more responsive to contemporary social movements that increasingly frame their claims not around antidiscrimination, but through the lens of economic inclusion. The goal is not to offer the adoption of these regimes as a single way, but to explore new sites of innovation that are spurred by the sense of vision and possibility akin to the one that propelled Motley and LDF’s litigation in the 1950s and ’60s.


21. I define public law as the constitutional, statutory, and regulatory law that emerges from courts, legislatures, and administrative agencies.
Part I of this Essay explores some of the prevalent critiques of the antidiscrimination lawyering model. It argues that these critiques call into question equality law’s heavy dependence on a prohibitory antidiscrimination approach. Part II offers an argument for using a broader range of regulatory levers to induce inclusion. It considers the advantages and limitations of this approach as a conceptual framework. Part III explores this broader model in the specific context of community benefits agreements and first-source hiring programs that leverage government power over contracting, tax, and zoning to promote inclusion in housing, employment, and environmental well-being.

I. LEGACY AND LIMITS

Two debates have been central to defining the future of civil rights in the aftermath of LDF’s victories in the 1960s. One is on the future of legal liberalism—the role of litigation, lawyer-driven change, and courts in addressing exclusion and inequality—and of its attendant conception of rights as the path to inclusion. The second debate concerns the continued salience of antidiscrimination law as an explanation for persisting inequality or exclusion, and as a strategic and normative framework for advancing inclusion. Critiques of legal liberalism and antidiscrimination law have been present ever since the inception of the civil rights revolution—by which I mean the post-Brown equality framework and the statutory antidiscrimination laws of the 1960s.22 Questioning the adequacy of the framework has perhaps become more salient as economic inequality, rather than racial inequality, has come to dominate public discourse on inequality. More pointed is the emergence of a new economic populism that implicitly and explicitly questions whether “discrimination,” and particularly “race,” defines the real problem of inequality and whether racial or identity-based discourse thwarts the coalition building and organizing necessary to advance economic inclusion.23

This Part begins by exploring the doctrinal limits of the current civil rights regime and then examines the more fundamental limits of the antidiscrimination paradigm during a time of deep concern about economic exclusion. This Part ends by inviting new public law frameworks to supplement the traditional approach.

A. The Limits of Legal Liberalism and a Prohibitory Enforcement Regime

The legal liberalism critique prevalent since the 1980s and 1990s questions the lawyer-driven model of social change, characterized most

22. See Johnson, Leveraging Antidiscrimination, supra note 7, at 213 (detailing the framework of the Civil Rights Act of 1964).
23. See supra note 15 and accompanying text.
prominently by the LDF model, for being too determined by elite lawyers and insufficiently connected to social movements. Another related critique is that the LDF model depends too much on courts for implementing remedies or is insufficiently attentive to how to design remedies that might produce actual change in policy domains.24 Related to this critique is a questioning of the specific approach taken by LDF as too driven by the integrationist and insufficiently redistributive priorities of the elite.25 Commentators have charted the paths not taken by LDF, which presumably would have been more transformative by addressing economic inequality as well as integration.26

Even when one accepts that the failure lay not in lawyerly imagination, one might argue that courts failed. Cases like *San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez*27 and *Milliken v. Bradley*28 sought to take the antidiscrimination approach further, challenging in constitutional terms the ways in which government decisions, boundaries, and resource allocations cemented both racial and economic inequality, but each failed in court.29

Beyond constitutional law, courts thwart statutory antidiscrimination enforcement. The dominant approach in antidiscrimination law is to prohibit discrimination on the basis of an identity—i.e., disability, race, color, ethnicity, gender—and to provide remedies in court or administrative agencies for violations of that behavior. At the federal level, this is the primary structure of civil rights statutes, and it is the structure followed at the state and local levels at which statutes often prohibit a

24. See, e.g., Stuart A. Scheingold, The Politics of Rights: Lawyers, Public Policy, and Social Change 6–9 (2d ed. 2004) (“The legal perspective encourages concentration on the implementation of judicial decrees alone. The courts are, however, only modestly endowed with coercive capabilities—adequate, perhaps, for dealing with recalcitrant individuals but probably insufficient for bringing large groups or powerful institutions into line.”).

25. See, e.g., Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Serving Two Masters: Integration Ideals and Client Interests in School Desegregation Litigation, 85 Yale L.J. 470, 516 (1976) (questioning whether the integration focus of civil rights lawyers properly served the interests of clients or the goal of educational equity).

26. See generally Risa L. Goluboff, The Lost Promise of Civil Rights 10–13 (2007) (uncovering the work of lawyers in the pre- Brown era to address the economic exploitation of black workers in the South and arguing that the subsequent focus on Brown later contributed to the marginalization of claims for economic justice).

27. 411 U.S. 1 (1973) (rejecting an equal protection challenge to inequalities in the system of financing public education in Texas).

28. 418 U.S. 717 (1974) (finding that courts lack the power to issue an interdistrict desegregation remedy that sought to address school segregation between majority-black Detroit and the surrounding majority-white suburbs).

29. For an account of the *Milliken* case, see generally Orfield, supra note 5, at 390–416.
wider range of activity. This form of regulation can be consistent with spurring innovation in civil rights and social-inclusion law. Government actors can expand the categories of activities or identities protected in ways that address new and emerging social problems. For instance, many states and localities—though not the federal government—prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity. In recent years, statutes that protect the economically vulnerable have been the particular focus of state and local innovation. In this regard, several states and localities have adopted statutes prohibiting discrimination on the basis of unemployment status, credit history, source of income, and arrest or conviction status. These innovations are important, but as shown below, the structure of the prohibitory approach in antidiscrimination law has attendant limits. These limits arise from the judicial doctrine and the way in which the enforcement and litigation regime shapes the types of cases pursued.

1. Doctrinal Limits. — This prohibitory antidiscrimination approach creates important incentives for compliance. For instance, civil rights statutes frequently provide not just injunctive relief, but also attorney’s fees, compensatory damages, and even punitive damages. Institutions that want to avoid lawsuits, administrative enforcement action, and paying attorney’s fees and damages will likely conform their behavior.


accordingly. There is some evidence of this dynamic at play in the area of Title VII litigation. Researchers have shown that Title VII litigation can spur change not just by those subject to the litigation, but that it can have broader effects on increasing the hiring of women and minorities.\textsuperscript{34} Studies have similarly shown that regions with strong fair-housing enforcement have decreased incidences of discrimination in housing rental and sales (though particularly in rental markets).\textsuperscript{35}

The success of this type of regime primarily depends on the strength of private and administrative enforcement, and one key problem derives from recent constraints in litigation enforcement. This account is most clearly manifest in the area of Title VII. The volume of Title VII litigation has risen steadily over the past five decades since the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, with the biggest spike occurring after passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which created a damages remedy and a right to jury trial.\textsuperscript{36} There is evidence that these incentives work: The 1991 Act spurred more litigation and—while it is hard to nail down all the causal mechanisms—there is evidence that it led to increased hiring of particular groups of women and minorities.\textsuperscript{37} Yet there is also evidence of a countertrend in that the volume of cases does not necessarily lead to better implementation of the statutory goals. In recent years, studies have found that plaintiffs are not typically victorious, and decisions favorable to plaintiffs are eight times more likely to be reversed on appeal than decisions favoring employers.\textsuperscript{38} By some accounts, the amount of Title VII litigation may make judges more hostile to those claims.\textsuperscript{39} Commentators have noted that federal judges find Title VII claims to be unmeritorious, “brought by whining plaintiffs who have been given too many, not too few breaks along the way.”\textsuperscript{40}

Besides potential judicial hostility rooted in the volume of Title VII litigation, the doctrinal landscape makes it hard for plaintiffs to win.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{34} See Sean Farhang, The Litigation State: Public Regulation and Private Lawsuits in the U.S. 201–02 (2010) (collecting research on the positive effects of Title VII litigation).
\item \textsuperscript{36} See Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, § 102, 105 Stat. 1071, 1073 (1991) (providing compensatory and punitive damages for cases of intentional discrimination and allowing demand for jury trial in such cases); Farhang, supra note 34, at 198–99 (showing increased litigation after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991).
\item \textsuperscript{37} See Farhang, supra note 34, at 200–01.
\item \textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Margaret H. Lemos, Special Incentives to Sue, 95 Minn. L. Rev. 782, 823–40 (2011) (finding that damages, fee-shifting, and other incentives to sue may have the counterproductive effect of generating judicial backlash).
\item \textsuperscript{40} Michael Selmi, Why Are Employment Discrimination Cases So Hard to Win?, 61 La. L. Rev. 555, 556 (2001).
\end{itemize}
Legal scholars have well documented these limitations. The doctrine emphasizes conscious, explicit discrimination—the idea of the individual bad actor—when discrimination in fact is often implicit, hidden in organizational practices, subtle, and complex,\(^{41}\) the result of institutional indifference or negligence, or the result of subjective practices.\(^{42}\) The requirement that a plaintiff identify a comparator to succeed in discrimination claims poses barriers—because comparators do not always exist—and thus renders only a narrow set of potentially discriminatory workplace practices actionable.\(^{43}\) Even disparate impact claims often depend on the identification of a specific objective policy and practice, but these practices are often not formalized and are instead embedded in workplaces.\(^{44}\)

This account is not to suggest that litigation enforcement of Title VII is irremediably broken. Title VII lawyers continue to bring important cases and win.\(^{45}\) Observers often claim that even plaintiff losses in high-profile cases have power to spur changes in institutional behavior—witness the recent conversations in Silicon Valley surrounding the potential

\(^{41}\) See Sandra F. Sperino, Rethinking Discrimination Law, 110 Mich. L. Rev. 69, 85 (2011) (“[C]ourts largely seem to view discrimination as being motivated by an individual who possesses a bad motive.”); Sturm, Second Generation, supra note 6, at 468–69 (describing organizational practices that are difficult to trace “directly to intentional discrete actions of particular actors” such as harassment claims between coworkers and exclusion caused by patterns of interaction, informal norms, networking, and mentoring); Deborah M. Weiss, A Grudging Defense of \textit{Wal-Mart v. Dukes}, 24 Yale J.L. & Feminism 119, 124–25 (2012) (discussing how the sharp division between disparate impact and disparate treatment prevents plaintiffs from addressing “structural” workplace practices that fit neither the fault-based disparate treatment model nor the strict-liability-based disparate impact model); Noah D. Zatz, Managing the Macaw: Third-Party Harassers, Accommodation, and the Disaggregation of Discriminatory Intent, 109 Colum. L. Rev. 1357, 1366 (2009) (referring to the disparate treatment-disparate impact framework of Title VII as a “theoretical straitjacket with two arms”).


\(^{43}\) See Suzanne B. Goldberg, Discrimination by Comparison, 120 Yale J.L. 728, 731, 750 (2011) (describing the tendency of judges in antidiscrimination cases to rely on comparisons between plaintiffs and majority groups in order to find discrimination).

\(^{44}\) See Sperino, supra note 41, at 84–86 (detailing difficulties facing plaintiffs in disparate impact cases).

\(^{45}\) See, e.g., Lewis v. City of Chicago, 560 U.S. 205, 212 (2010) (holding written tests for admission into the Chicago Fire Department disparately impacted black applicants in violation of Title VII); United States v. City of New York, 717 F.3d 72, 99 (2d Cir. 2013) (finding selection practices of the New York City Fire Department to have an unjustified disparate impact on Latino and black applicants); Wright v. Stern, 553 F. Supp. 2d 337, 339 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (settling claims of systemic discrimination against the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation for racially segregated job assignments and discrimination in pay and promotion); Settlement Agreement and Joint Stipulation, Cogdell v. Wet Seal, Inc., No. SACV 12-01138 AG (C.D. Cal. June 11, 2013), ECF No. 78-1 (settling claims of systemic discrimination in hiring and promotion by a large retailer).
of a plaintiff’s unsuccessful employment discrimination litigation to “disrupt” the gender practices of venture capital and tech firms. In addition, litigation enforcement by administrative agencies can circumvent some of the constraints that attend enforcement by private actors. In the employment area, for instance, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) can maintain systemic litigation without first surmounting the procedural hurdles set out in Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The EEOC can also pursue investigations without an actual complainant by filing a commissioner’s charge.

Nor is this to suggest that the problem is simply too much litigation. Particularly in areas outside of Title VII, such as fair housing, one might diagnose the problem as too little litigation. There is evidence that private enforcement is scant and penalties are too low to curb discriminatory behavior in housing practices. As a result, one might imagine a set of changes within this prohibitory litigation enforcement regime that would make it more effective, like increased government enforcement and more litigation by plaintiffs. Yet, even if one were to pursue improvements within the litigation realm, the limitations of the existing approach should lead us to explore whether we might gain more from alternative approaches.

2. Varying Litigation Incentives. — A second set of problems stems from variation in the incentives for litigation, which inherently limit efficacy in a complaint-driven enforcement regime. Lawyers will have incentives to bring cases that they are able to win (or to extract a settlement from) and that yield higher damages. In the employment context with the difficult doctrinal environment detailed above, there is some


48. See id. at 1 (“Title VII [of the Civil Rights Act of 1964] also gave EEOC Commissioners the authority to issue charges on their own initiative.”).

49. See Ross & Galster, supra note 35, at 179 (arguing that antidiscrimination enforcement efforts are “unlikely to create an effective deterrent against housing discrimination so long as the system relies almost exclusively on individual[s] . . . recognizing that they have been victimized and then filing suit”); Robert G. Schwemm, Private Enforcement and the Fair Housing Act, 6 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 375, 379–81 (2015) (finding that the costs of litigation and low penalties limit the efficacy of private enforcement).
evidence that this means avoiding Title VII cases entirely.\textsuperscript{50} And even in the domain of Title VII litigation, cases involving firing and promotion dominate over cases involving hiring.\textsuperscript{51}

In general, front-end discrimination is harder to remedy in a prohibitory, complaint-driven enforcement regime, particularly when the plaintiff’s stakes are low. In the area of housing, for instance, high levels of documented discrimination in rental markets have not produced high levels of enforcement litigation.\textsuperscript{52} This is likely because discrimination is hard for victims to identify (particularly when it involves steering to particular neighborhoods), and the stakes in rental housing may be lower for a victim who eventually finds housing elsewhere.\textsuperscript{53}

Here again, one might address these limitations in part by sharpening current enforcement strategies. In housing, greater reliance on litigation arising from housing testers would mean that actual, injured plaintiffs would not need to come forward.\textsuperscript{54} In the area of employment, the EEOC has in past years indicated that it will “\textsuperscript{55}”[e]x[pl]o[re] [t]he [u]se of [m]atched-[p]air [t]est[ing],” but it currently operates no testing program.\textsuperscript{55} While courts are not settled on the ability of employment testers to recover damages and injunctive relief,\textsuperscript{56} the results of audit studies might


\textsuperscript{52} See Schwemm, supra note 49, at 379–80 (describing a range of barriers to effective private enforcement).

\textsuperscript{53} See Olatunde Johnson, The Last Plank: Rethinking Public and Private Power to Advance Fair Housing, 13 U. Pa. J. Const. L. 1191, 1202 (2011) (describing disincentives to litigation by victims of housing discrimination). This is of course why the ability to bring cases by fair housing testers is such an important component of that regulatory regime. See Schwemm, supra note 49, at 381–83 (explaining the importance of tester litigation in the housing context).

\textsuperscript{54} See Schwemm, supra note 49, at 381–83 (describing uses of testers in fair housing litigation).


\textsuperscript{56} The Supreme Court has not ruled on the question of whether Title VII grants standing for employment testers (Title VII has language different from that in the Fair Housing Act (FHA)), and lower courts are split on the question. Compare Fair Emp’t Council of Greater Wash., Inc. v. BMC Mktg. Corp., 28 F.3d 1268, 1281 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (finding that employment testers lacked standing to sue because they did not actually
still prove useful for conducting investigations and for providing insight into industry practices. These tweaks would be important but likely inadequate to address the fundamental problem for the category of low-damages, front-end discrimination cases.

These limits therefore invite us to consider how much of the future of inclusionary law can depend on lawyers and courts.

B. **Limits of the Antidiscrimination Paradigm in the Era of Economic Populism**

The second critique of the civil rights paradigm relates to the more fundamental limits of the antidiscrimination approach and its capacity to address group-based subordination and economic inequality. In many respects, this critique is also longstanding: that the antidiscrimination framework emphasizes formal inclusion at the expense of substantive inclusion, thus leaving behind those who lack the economic means and capital to make use of opportunities. More recently, legal and social science commentators have observed that discrimination is at most a partial explanation for inequality, and that antidiscrimination law is in fact increasingly irrelevant. Even if one does not accept that anti-
discrimination law is irrelevant (which as I explain below, I do not\(^{60}\)), it is not hard to discern a mismatch between antidiscrimination law and the complex problems of exclusion today. To some extent legal scholars have recognized this mismatch: Modern day discrimination is often characterized as subtle, implicit, and the result of “favoritism” rather than of simple bias.\(^{61}\) Yet, the problem extends further. Discrimination, even if we incorporate notions of implicit bias, is but one phenomenon that generates forms of racial or gender exclusion. Discrimination interacts with other mechanisms, many of which are rooted in longstanding patterns of economic exclusion including affordability of housing and social services, segregation, access to training and education, and social capital networks.\(^{62}\) The mismatch occurs because antidiscrimination frameworks often assume a type of formal equality among individuals or groups.\(^{63}\) In the area of employment, for instance, the antidiscrimination model takes workers where it finds them, and thus it fails to provide training or address other barriers to inclusion such as transportation or childcare.

Similarly, Professor Sam Issacharoff has advanced the notion of a mismatch between the antidiscrimination model and contemporary problems in the domain of voting.\(^{64}\) There is a relation between Professor Issacharoff’s mismatch notion and the one invoked here: a realization that discrimination remedies are too limited to address the full range of barriers to participation and inclusion. For my part, the end result of a mismatch analysis is not to claim that race and ethnicity are irrelevant today. Rather, it is to recognize the complex ways, beyond and including discrimination, in which race and ethnicity might remain relevant. This could include accounting for the role that place, networks, institutional practice, and political and social capital play in shaping opportunity.

\(^{60}\) See infra notes 72–82 and accompanying text (rejecting a binary approach to antidiscrimination law and discussing the merits of antidiscrimination litigation).

\(^{61}\) See, e.g., Sturm, Second Generation, supra note 6, at 468–69 (describing complex factors that generate exclusion); see also supra notes 41–44 and accompanying text (discussing the limitations of doctrine that emphasizes explicit discrimination as well as the realities of implicit discrimination).


\(^{63}\) This is manifest, for instance, in the reliance on comparators for proof of employment discrimination, which Professor Suzanne Goldberg has described in her work. See, e.g., Goldberg, supra note 43, at 764–70 (arguing that reliance on comparators displaces thicker, more contextual understandings of discrimination).

\(^{64}\) Samuel Issacharoff, Comment, Beyond the Discrimination Model on Voting, 127 Harv. L. Rev. 95, 120 (2013) (urging a move beyond race-based antidiscrimination remedies to address barriers to voter access).
One consequence of this mismatch may be a disconnect between the antidiscrimination law framework and what appears to motivate individuals and groups on the ground. The availability of jobs at all, as well as pay and job conditions (for instance, payment of living wages and availability of sick leave), may seem more important from the perspective of advocates and workers than antidiscrimination law. With lower-wage workers concentrated in poorly paid retail jobs, reformers today concentrate on the strategy of “raising the floor” of wages and protections on which many workers (including women and people of color) find themselves reliant.65

Again, I do not believe that antidiscrimination law is wholly irrelevant. Along with others, I have devoted time to thinking about how the current litigation regime might be strengthened.66 Yet, I think there are inherent limitations to the current antidiscrimination approach. As indicated above, it is a framework skewed against less-resourced victims of exclusion, and one that struggles to deal with current complexities.67 Beyond that, part of the implication of the preceding analysis is that the current system seems a rather circuitous way of reaching regulatory goals. In order to get entities to incorporate practices of inclusion at the front end, it requires private initiation by relatively weak parties at the back end, or ex post, after the alleged discrimination has occurred.

In addition to these internal critiques, the marginalization of antidiscrimination law in recent discourse to advance economic inequality has also become a problem. Major academic pieces on economic inclusion may assume a baseline of civil rights law, but civil rights are often not featured in contemporary strategies to achieve economic equality, whether centered around courts or policy domains.68


66. See Johnson, Leveraging Antidiscrimination, supra note 7, at 217–22 (describing promising administrative law interventions on the basis of Title VII and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act).

67. See supra notes 35–40 and accompanying text.

68. See K. Sabeel Rahman, Democracy Against Domination 24 (2017) (proposing as a method of checking economic domination a renewed emphasis on the “tradition of administrative law that emphasizes interest representation, participation, and contestation
In part, this omission might reflect a tendency to sideline race when addressing economic inequality.\textsuperscript{69} Or it may be the result of an empirical debate that assumes discrimination is not a meaningful contributor to economic inequality.\textsuperscript{70} But the exclusion likely also reflects a normative political choice in which discussion of antidiscrimination law (“race”) may subvert the purportedly broader strategies needed to address economic inequality. This choice is manifest in contemporary discourse, which disconnects what one might call economic inequality from antidiscrimination remedies. For example, social movements often direct their momentum to policy reforms to help low-wage workers, such as minimum wage increases and paid sick leave, rather than to civil rights remedies. Indeed, as Professor Kate Andrias and others have observed, law—at least its judicially enforced strand—is not central to social movement organizing on economic inequality.\textsuperscript{71}

C. Beyond the Binaries

Given these critiques it is easy to then construct a binary. On one side we have antidiscrimination law, associated with courts, divorced from social movements, concerned with formal equality, and, perhaps above all, a relic of the past.\textsuperscript{72} On the other side we have at least the aspiration of something newer, more dynamic, and responsive to contemporary social and economic inequality, with normative goals that go beyond exclusion and inequality and that resonate with social movements.\textsuperscript{73}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{69} See Johnson, Inclusion, Exclusion, supra note 68, at 1647–48 (asking whether race is an “unwelcome intruder” in the “new” discourse on economic inequality).
  \item \textsuperscript{70} See, e.g., Glenn C. Loury, Discrimination in the Post-Civil Rights Era: Beyond Market Interactions, J. Econ. Persp., Spring 1998, at 117, 121 (arguing that “market discrimination is only one small part of” contemporary racial disparities).
  \item \textsuperscript{71} See Kate Andrias, Building Labor’s Constitution, 94 Tex. L. Rev. 1591, 1621 (2016) (arguing that “common law courts—faithful to precedent, incremental in approach, drawn from the elite—will adopt the constitutional arguments that progressive constitutional law scholars urge”).
  \item \textsuperscript{72} See supra notes 58–60 (citing the work of Richard Thompson Ford, Glenn Loury, Susan Sturm, and others that see civil rights remedies as “first-generation” or outmoded).
  \item \textsuperscript{73} See supra note 65 (providing examples of contemporary organizing to advance economic inclusion); see also Andrias, supra note 71, at 1603–05 (discussing the efforts of the Fight for 15, Domestic Workers Alliance, and other low-wage worker campaigns as examples of contemporary organizing to advance economic inclusion).
\end{itemize}
It is important not to overstate this binary, particularly now when litigation to address state-sponsored discrimination has renewed importance. The current moment makes plain the continued salience of litigation and it bears emphasis that civil rights litigation, as discussed below, is much more rich and varied than the literature allows.

For one, much of the critique of the limits of lawyer-driven antidiscrimination law may be overstated. Even as to the paradigmatic LDF strategy to dismantle formal segregation in education, critics may inadequately capture the ways in which law interacted with groups and social movements. Commentators have offered accounts of contemporary civil rights legal campaigns to address transportation, environmental, and housing inequities in which civil rights legal strategies are deeply enmeshed with social movements and groups.

Most recently, litigation has become resurgent in efforts to address inequality and violations of civil rights and civil liberties, with the courts emerging as a bulwark against potential government excesses. With some success, advocates are litigating in courts to address voter identification laws, changes to voter access provisions, and partisan and racially discriminatory gerrymanders, as well as equal protection and other claims arising out of the Trump Administration’s actions tightening restrictions on immigration, asylum, and visitation to the United States.

Nor is it true that litigation aimed at antidiscrimination and litigation to address economic inclusion are irreconcilable. Early Title VII cases that LDF pursued after the enactment of the 1964 Civil Rights Act sought to open up semiskilled industries to lower-wage workers, thereby
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74. See infra note 77 (providing examples of litigation).
using antidiscrimination law as a lever to expand economic opportunity.\textsuperscript{78} Efforts to address public housing segregation and siting practices that concentrate low-income housing in urban areas have relied on equal protection and fair housing law.\textsuperscript{79} The remedies that the public housing desegregation cases launched—including the famous \textit{Gautreaux} program in which low-income minority residents in public housing were given the opportunity to live in low-poverty neighborhoods,\textsuperscript{80} and its progeny, the modern choice voucher programs\textsuperscript{81}—have their genesis in the civil rights framework of desegregation but are effectively antipoverty strategies.\textsuperscript{82}

But even as one avoids creating a sharp binary that casts courts and antidiscrimination law as irrelevant to address racial, ethnic, and economic inequities, the limitations of past litigation and public law strategies would seem to demand supplemental approaches. The limits of antidiscrimination law should lead us to examine (1) the possibilities of strategies that extend beyond the prohibitory antidiscrimination regime as a framework to advance inclusion, attending to substantive and resource disparities that do not fit well within the formal equality model; (2) a broader range of strategies that, while not sidelining courts, incorporate other levers to prompt inclusion; and (3) models that engage social movements and local groups, including those not organized around antidiscrimination.

Scholarly responses to the limitations of the antidiscrimination framework often turn to strategies that exit the framework of public law as it operates in courts or regulation. Professor Ford argues that social reformers and advocates should focus less on civil rights claims in courts as a way of addressing contemporary racial inequality, and more on policy reforms and social welfare programs that take place outside of courts and that more directly address the skills and resource gaps that

\textsuperscript{78} See Johnson, Leveraging Antidiscrimination, supra note 7, at 217 (explaining that antidiscrimination reformers’ strategies were cognizant of social and economic inequality, as shown by their targeting of discrimination among blue-collar workers in the manufacturing and construction industries).


\textsuperscript{80} For an account of the \textit{Gautreaux} program, see generally Alexander Polikoff, Waiting for Gautreaux: A Story of Segregation, Housing, and the Black Ghetto 219–69 (2006).


\textsuperscript{82} See Raj Chetty et al., The Effects of Exposure to Better Neighborhoods on Children: New Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment, 106 Am. Econ. Rev. 855, 859–60 (2016) (finding positive earnings and education effects for children who, through housing voucher programs, moved to lower-poverty neighborhoods before the age of thirteen).
contribute to resource inequities.83 This is in many ways the approach that Constance Baker Motley herself adopted after working at LDF, through which she sought to advance equality through policy reform in state and local government.84

Professor Sturm has emphasized the importance of intervening at the institutional level, shifting from court-ordered remedial approaches to approaches that emphasize institutional redesign—in education, employment, and other areas—toward goals of “full and fair participation.”85

These social welfare approaches and institutional problem-solving approaches are part of a necessary continuum of responses, but they also should not delimit the range of responses. The importance of public law is its ability to encourage institutions and governments to adopt the types of statutory, judicial, and regulatory mechanisms that can promote inclusion. One virtue of the antidiscrimination framework is its emphasis on public law tools—which operate through coercion, penalties, incentives, and rewards—grounded in a normative concern about distributitional fairness. The challenge, it seems, is to attend to the limitations of the civil rights paradigm while harnessing some of its helpful attributes. In the next Part, I consider the possibility of a broader set of approaches, grounded in regulatory public law, that seek to promote inclusion across a range of dimensions. This next Part offers an argument for broadening the public law and regulatory architecture that we associate with equality law.86

II. REGULATING FOR INCLUSION: INNOVATION AND PLURALISM

Examining the potential and limitations of the existing regime invites consideration of regulatory mechanisms that might induce governments and private actors to promote inclusion.

As indicated in Part I, this exploration emphasizes regulatory tools that (1) move beyond the prohibitory antidiscrimination approach by prompting more front-end change by public and private institutions, (2) use a broader range of leverage points, and (3) have the possibility of engaging social movement actors and local groups. This Part explores potential new models and then grapples with the potential limits or critiques of these approaches.

83. See Ford, supra note 19, at 9–14.
84. See Motley, supra note 4, at 205.
86. See id. at 250–52 (advancing a notion of an “architecture” necessary to build full participation within institutions).
A. Exploring Paradigms

This section argues that the equality law regulatory model relies on an insufficiently broad set of enforcement and inducement tools. Many contexts of public regulation outside of equality law engage a fuller range of public law and private law regulatory tools, moving from “hard” forms of regulation—such as in command-and-control regulation and prohibitions enforced by administrative enforcement and litigation—to “softer” approaches—such as incentives, grants, disclosure, and even private rating systems. Regulations that invoke the full continuum are not entirely absent in the equality law regime. For instance, the EEOC has long required employers to submit data on the race, ethnicity, and gender of their workforce and recently extended this requirement to gender pay data. Conditional spending programs, particularly in the area of housing and transportation, have become sites of new regulatory forms that move beyond the prohibitory approach to require the development of front-end rules of inclusion self-assessment as well as specific interventions that go beyond discrimination.

A first possibility builds on the insights of conditioned spending, which rewards entities and institutions that adopt inclusionary practices.


that go further than baseline requirements of antidiscrimination. One framework is publicly funded competitive grant programs. This approach builds on conditioned spending’s baseline of requirements to reward entities that develop innovative strategies to meet equity goals. Competitive grants have the potential benefit of spurring new programs and can leverage government funds in areas typically outside the reach of current equality directives (particularly the private, nongovernmental sector). Federal educational law has relied on this model, many would say with mixed success, and other federal agencies began to rely on this grant incentive approach in the Obama Administration. In addition to leveraging government funds to develop new strategies for inclusion, the approach has the advantage of combining agency resources to meet multiple goals. For instance, in the area of employment, governments could provide skills training for workers while also being attentive to removing discriminatory barriers to advance inclusion of particular groups. In the area of housing, governments could develop grant programs that would require building affordable housing while also advancing civil rights goals of nondiscrimination and integration. While this grant-making approach has been used in a handful of contexts at the

---


92. Three federal departments—HUD, the Department of Transportation, and the Environmental Protection Agency—have initiated a “partnership for sustainable communities,” which awards money to support state and local efforts to build affordable housing, redesign transportation infrastructure, and promote environmental efficiency. See About Us, P’ship for Sustainable Cmty.s., http://www.sustainablecommunities.gov/mission/about-us [http://perma.cc/G387-X8VY] (last visited July 31, 2017) (describing 2015 goals as promoting using “agency resources to advance Ladders of Opportunity for every American and every community . . . helping communities adapt to a changing climate, while mitigating future disaster losses . . . [and] supporting implementation of community-based development priorities”); see also Apprenticeship USA Investments, DOL, http://www.dol.gov/featured/apprenticeship/grants [http://perma.cc/8YNP-UTCX] (last visited Aug. 11, 2017) (describing up to $100 million in grants financed by a user fee generated by the H-1B nonimmigrant visa program). The grants competition will “focus on public-private partnerships between employers, business associations, joint labor-management organizations, labor organizations, training providers, community colleges, local and state governments, the workforce system, non-profits and faith-based organizations.” Id.; see also TechHire, DOL (Nov. 9, 2015), http://www.dol.gov/dol/grants/funding-ops.htm [http://perma.cc/64LU-SS7Q] (last updated Jan. 17, 2017) (announcing $100 million in grants to support innovative approaches to moving low-skilled workers onto the fastest paths to well-paying information technology and high-growth jobs in in-demand industries such as healthcare, advanced manufacturing, and financial services).

93. See Johnson, Overreach and Innovation, supra note 90, at 1794–98 (describing emergent grant programs at the federal level).
federal level, it might be used more broadly by governments at every level to advance inclusion. For instance, states or localities could use their resources to advance a similar approach—placing inclusionary requirements on grants for workforce development or rewarding land-use redevelopment grants to entities that promote inclusionary housing policies.

Beyond the competitive grant model, another approach would be to attach a set of mandates or goals to a more expansive swath of government benefits or programs. Governments design tax programs and issue tax incentives, make zoning decisions, issue permits and licenses, and purchase services. Any of these might be areas for leveraging inclusion. Many regions currently use tax incentives to spur affordable housing development. The question is whether this approach could be undertaken more widely and in ways that cut across traditional categories. For instance, localities could rezone land or provide tax incentives to entities that engage in partnerships to train and hire traditionally excluded workers. They could also fast-track permits or licenses for businesses that engage in inclusive hiring practices. The general principle is that entities interact with government in a range of settings—and many of those settings might become leverage points for inclusion.

In the context of employment, these regulatory leverage points might include procurement and other mechanisms such as zoning, tax credits, licensing, and negotiated labor agreements. For instance, local governments can enact a set of regulatory requirements and incentives for hiring and training minority and traditionally excluded workers, and for encouraging linkages between credentialing institutions (high schools, trade schools, community-based organizations, and community colleges) and employers. To address the skills, social capital, and network deficits, the regulatory tools must do more than create hiring requirements; they must also create linkages between those entities that help workers develop skills and capacity and those that hire workers. The specific regulatory tools and industries targeted would depend on the local and regional context.

For example, contractors and labor unions working on major, multiyear public projects could be directed to agree to a workplace equity and inclusion component. The inclusionary agreement may require the hiring and training of graduates from particular training schools or community workforce programs that train and support historically excluded groups, or of a certain percentage of local workers on a craft-by-

craft basis to the extent allowable by local law. Furthermore, race, ethnicity, and gender hiring goals could be set as allowed by law and local conditions. Monitoring and accountability by the government actor and by community stakeholders would be built into the agreement at its inception.

Another more challenging example would involve a legal and regulatory structure to require or incentivize hiring and training of underrepresented workers in private-sector workplaces that do not have government contracts, and in which the jobs require high levels of skills or training. A case in point may be offered by a technology or health services company that seeks to expand or relocate in a city neighborhood. In another scenario, a company might seek to move into an industrial area that requires land use rezoning. Certain hiring, training, or workforce investment requirements might be attached to this rezoning that would help provide entry for workers of color or historically excluded groups. This could involve partnering with community or technical colleges that engage in industry-specific training programs. It is worth noting that these suggested approaches build on a full range of institutional incentives that motivate inclusion. Unions might seek to enhance their membership and power (recognizing changing demographics) and to limit the expansion of non-union labor. Unions are also often repeat players with cities or regions so they are likely to have incentives to meaningfully implement inclusionary goals that are placed in bargaining agreements.95 Cities or regions might adopt these plans to achieve more meaningful community revitalization; leverage bond, state, or federal money to train and develop the local workforce; and mollify community groups. In turn, companies might want to relocate or expand services in a particular neighborhood or in an emerging downtown, they might see training workers as important to their future growth, or they may want to advance a corporate image that is consistent with diversity and inclusion.96

There are a range of challenges that influence the choice of regulatory inducements, and some inducement structures might require legal changes. For instance, local procurement laws often require awarding contracts to the lowest bidder, and some localities do not have


power to change the laws governing procurement or zoning at the local level. Tax incentives raise an additional set of challenges as they must be calibrated to avoid giving away more than they return to communities in terms of tax revenue and economic development gains, and because any hiring mandates or requirements attached to these incentives may have the opposite effect of discouraging businesses. These concerns are not fatal to the general framework, but they do mean that the precise structure will differ among regions.

B. Addressing Limits

A regime that relies so heavily on these types of regulatory inducements might be faulted for giving up on direct mandates, sticks, and prohibitions that seem to form the current civil rights regime. To the extent that many of the suggested interventions operate at the state and local levels, such a regime provides benefits of experimentation but at the expense of baseline requirements of citizenship or inclusion that apply nationally. One might argue that it renders our goals of equity and inclusion subject to the vagaries of institutional incentives and regional variation.

As a general concern, this is likely overdetermined. Current civil rights regimes also depend on incentives and inducements that take place in the shadow of the regulatory framework, as suggested earlier in Part I. Further, the motivations behind thinking about a new set of regulatory designs for inclusion are the inadequacies of the existing mechanisms, particularly in dealing with complex problems at the intersection of group-based and economic exclusion. To the extent that these mechanisms might rely on government incentives and inducement, one might substitute the term regulatory “catalysts” or “levers.” What I mean to capture in this framework is the need to develop public law regimes that build on the complex motivations that individuals, institutions, and governments have to work toward inclusion, which are not easily or properly captured by an assessment of economic costs and benefits. In simpler terms, governments, nonprofits, and private actors might seek to advance inclusion to benefit their economic bottom line and avoid sanctions, as well as to include historically excluded communities, revitalize low-income communities, promote economic development, provide better education and housing, and express public values.

97. See Ruthann Robinson, Dressing Constitutionally: Hierarchy, Sexuality and Democracy from Our Hairstyles to Our Shoes 179 (2013) (describing how local anti-sweatshop procurement rules deviated from local laws that typically required procurement from the lowest bidder).

98. Cf. Issacharoff, supra note 64, at 120 (noting that “[p]ublic law enforcement does not yield an easy cost-benefit calculus of the sort that has driven the economic analyses of private law enforcement”).
Regions might have different appetites for adopting inclusionary incentives. But it is worth noting that a region that adopts a pervasive set of regulatory mechanisms for inclusion might entrench a norm that runs deeper than current antidiscrimination frameworks: that tax, zoning, and procurement—all government benefits—are also potential areas to advance inclusion. In addition, local or regional programs have potential to “diffuse” nationally, through networks and competition.99

A related concern is that any potential mechanisms outside of the prohibitory mandates of antidiscrimination law might be insufficiently coercive or too “soft.” To some extent, this will depend on design. Mechanisms need not operate solely on the “goals and timetables” framework that is of mixed efficacy in the area of affirmative action, but can also depend on quite specific requirements. Race- or gender-based quotas are a nonstarter in the American context—generating judicial and political skepticism for reasons that one might not find fully persuasive.100 But specific goals can be set that are not delineated on the basis of identity. Current rules that govern developing affordable housing and local hiring requirements often rely on the attainment of specific numerical goals.101

Still, the design of both the mandate and incentive mechanisms will have implications for the ability to achieve goals of inclusion. Such regulatory mechanisms should be designed to reach the most disadvantaged or consistently excluded populations. There is also the risk of underspecifying or having conflicting goals. This is a problem, for instance, that has plagued the low-income housing tax credit program—the largest source of affordable rental housing—which by regulation prioritizes developing housing in racially segregated areas in ways that can be in tension with requirements that federally funded housing programs promote integration.102

These challenges, however, are not fatal to the core project of expanding the range of regulatory mechanisms that may induce inclusion. They are ultimately questions of how a specific inducement or regulatory leverage point is designed and of the accountability structure in place.
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99. Johnson, Local Turn, supra note 30, at 135.
101. See, e.g., infra note 112 and accompanying text (describing first-source hiring programs).
III. LOCATIONS OF INNOVATION

Part II considered a range of mechanisms to broaden regulatory inducements to promote identity and socioeconomic inclusion by public and private actors. That Part sought to explore these models in a general sense and to theorize the political economy that might make them more or less effective or likely to be adopted by particular jurisdictions. This Part now presents contemporary examples of regulation to promote inclusion that deploy local levers of procurement, tax, and zoning. Many of these are spurred by cities seeking to leverage the return of business and employers, while avoiding or diminishing the effects of housing displacement and inequality. The examples below reveal the potential benefits of exploring new regulatory frameworks that broaden the levers of inducement, emphasize front-end requirements, address economic as well as identity inclusion, and engage local stakeholders. As noted below, any specific example also has its limitations, particularly on questions of accountability and the expansiveness of its goals.

A. **Examples: Levers, Requirements, and Accountability**

Localities have begun using a range of regulatory levers to address spatial and occupational segregation and exclusion in growing urban areas. Cities employ a variety of strategies to encourage employers to train and hire employees in local communities and from traditionally excluded groups, improve labor market and wage conditions, prevent displacement, and provide affordable housing. The use of these regulatory levers has expanded in recent years.

Specifically, jurisdictions are using city contracts, tax incentives, and land-zoning approvals as leverage points to require inclusive development by companies. Most typical is the use of procurement—which cities have long harnessed to place hiring, wage, and other conditions on recipients of city contracts—to promote economic inclusion. The City of Oakland’s labor agreement for the redevelopment of its port provides an example, expanding uses of procurement from affirmative action and wage conditions to mandate the development of training, hiring, and
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103. For a discussion of Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs), first-source hiring, and procurement conditions, see infra notes 104–120.


support initiatives for local residents, such as childcare programs.\textsuperscript{106} Jurisdictions also leverage public funding and the use of public lands. For instance, the City of Oakland in 2013, after prolonged advocacy by organized community groups, instituted a redevelopment plan for public waterfront property that created a training and referral pathway to employment for local, predominantly minority residents in the city.\textsuperscript{107} The redevelopment plan also required employers participating in the redevelopment to remove barriers to the employment of certain categories of previously incarcerated job seekers.\textsuperscript{108}

State and local contracts, public land, and public spending provide straightforward examples of public goods that may be seamlessly marshaled as regulatory levers to advance equality and inclusionary goals. A recent innovation has involved the broadening of the leverage points to include land-use rezonings, zoning approvals, and tax benefits, implicitly framing these economic inducements as public goods to which inclusionary conditions might be attached.\textsuperscript{109}

As a matter of regulatory design, some jurisdictions have introduced these inclusionary inducements as a set of across-the-board requirements on entities that receive public goods, including tax credits. For instance, the City of San Francisco has for several years required entities that receive city funds or city leases, or whose projects require planning approval, to engage in “first source” hiring of local residents from particular training centers with the goal of connecting economically

\textsuperscript{106} See id.


\textsuperscript{108} Id.

disadvantaged local residents to employment in growing sectors.\textsuperscript{110} The City of Detroit recently enacted an ordinance that requires developers with projects valued at more than $75 million, and who are receiving more than $1 million in tax benefits from the city, to negotiate a community benefits agreement.\textsuperscript{111}

The range of requirements placed on businesses and employers extends to a broader set of categories and supports than the first-generation procurement contracts that required the hiring of minorities or women. As to employment, the requirements are generally more targeted to local communities or specific groups of disadvantaged job seekers. For instance, they may be hyperlocal, requiring the hiring of residents from local communities or of employees who are trained and linked to employers by local community-based organizations.\textsuperscript{112} These requirements also address barriers that are typically outside the scope of antidiscrimination law’s formal equality model, by providing supports that address the full range of barriers that workers face such as exclusion from race- and gender-delineated networks,\textsuperscript{113} lack of adequate training, and lack of access to childcare services. This is achieved by connecting employers to specific training centers, providing employer-based training, and linking with community-based organizations to provide childcare and other support.

These regulatory interventions also encompass more than employment, often extending to areas such as green space, education, and hous-


112. See, e.g., City & Cty. of S.F., supra note 110 (delineating the requirements of San Francisco’s First Source Hiring Program).

113. For an account of race-based hiring and referral networks in blue-collar sectors, see Kris Paap, How Good Men of the Union Justify Inequality: Dilemmas of Race and Labor in the Building Trades, 33 Lab. Stud. J. 371, 376 (2008) (reviewing literature showing that unionized construction workplaces display practices and preferences that reproduce race and gender privilege beyond the scope of the law). Earlier studies of the construction trades found that despite the considerable enforcement attention directed at them, informal hiring and training practices and the political power of unions limited the access of black and Latino workers to jobs. See Deidre A. Royster, Race and the Invisible Hand: How White Networks Exclude Black Men from Blue-Collar Jobs 176–77 (2003); Mercer L. Sullivan, “Getting Paid”: Youth Crime and Work in the Inner City 60, 231 (1989) (providing an ethnography of young black, Latino, and white males and finding that, through kin and social networks, white males were able to monopolize the few higher-paying jobs in the studied urban area); Roger Waldinger & Thomas Bailey, The Continuing Significance of Race: Racial Conflict and Racial Discrimination in Construction, 19 Pol. & Soc’y 291, 293 (1991).}
ing. When San Francisco rezoned the Tenderloin District to make room for technology companies who sought to move into the city, area residents raised concerns about the lack of affordable housing and potential displacement of residents through increased housing prices.\textsuperscript{114} One feature of the benefits agreements ultimately negotiated with community groups was the inclusion of measures to mitigate housing displacement.\textsuperscript{115}

Effective inducement strategies build in accountability and monitoring as general practices and provide judicial review and penalties for noncompliance.\textsuperscript{116} As many fall short of that goal,\textsuperscript{117} accountability and enforcement will remain the biggest challenges. The agreements that result from these regulatory interventions do not always set clear goals, allowing employers to simply engage in “good faith” efforts to achieve them.\textsuperscript{118}

This raises more fundamental questions about the use of regulatory inducements that depend on luring businesses and employers to underserved areas and communities. Localities may have untapped regulatory power to tax and set conditions on contracts and land use. But cities are also engaged in an inevitable dance in which they do not want


\textsuperscript{116} See, e.g., Parkin, supra note 105, at 401 (detailing accountability and enforcement requirements for an Oakland port redevelopment project).

\textsuperscript{117} See, e.g., Fitness SF Mid Market CBA, supra note 115 (failing to provide for judicial review or penalties for noncompliance).

\textsuperscript{118} This was a critique of early versions of community benefit agreements signed by Twitter in San Francisco. See Yoona Ha, Twitter, Other Tech Companies Get S.F. Tax Breaks but Show Little Progress Hiring in Neighborhood, S.F. Pub. Press (Nov. 11, 2013), http://sfpublicpress.org/news/2013-11/twitter-other-tech-companies-get-sf-tax-breaks-but-show-little-progress-hiring-in-neighborhood [http://perma.cc/E5PQ-PZES] (finding that the agreements were “vaguely worded” and that the companies have been “slow to report their progress” to the city).
to set conditions that pose the risk of driving out businesses and thus diminishing their potential employment and tax base.

B. Community Benefits as Equality Law

In the end, the point is less to put forward any specific initiative as a perfect model than to encourage fresh discussion of new avenues for public law innovations that advance equality. The community benefit agreements discussed above have generated interest from scholars of labor and community economic development, and there is evidence that they are benefiting local communities. Labor scholars have cast these initiatives as part of a “new accountable development” movement in which employers and residents seek full participation in the development that is shaping their communities. But these types of agreements are not included within the framework of equality law, which is generally confined to antidiscrimination law. My suggestion is that we also understand these regulatory inducements as an equality law intervention—part of a continuum of regulation that begins with traditional antidiscrimination law but that should ultimately include a broader range of mechanisms as well as a broader range of equality and inclusionary goals.

CONCLUSION

This may be an inopportune time to look forward. Many bedrock principles of equal protection and civil rights gains seem threatened in


121. See Parks & Warren, supra note 119, at 89.
areas such as political participation, employment, and housing. In such a climate, one can be excused for adopting a defensive crouch, for concentrating efforts on preserving the foundations of what Motley and the lawyers at LDF built. And yet, this Symposium also invites us to think more imaginatively about possibilities. The risk of spending too much time defending, and not enough constructing, is that civil rights goals and strategies will be seen as outmoded, insufficient, and disconnected from contemporary social movements. The intervention offered here is in the spirit of spurring new thinking about equality law’s next chapters.
